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ABSTRACT
The b e l t - s h a p e d screw pinch i s a pulsed t o r o i d a l plasma with an
elongated c r o s s - s e c t i o n . F o r c e - f r e e currents i n an outer plasma envelope
of low d e n s i t y allow beta t o r i s e t o high v a l u e s i n the order of 50%.
This i s a p > t e n t i a l p o s s i b i l i t y t o develop an economically -attractive
r e a c t o r . The p h y s i c a l requirements of i t s r e a l i z a t i o n are d e s c r i b e d :
formation, h e a t i n g and i g n i t i o n of a very small amount of the f u e l t o
be burnt i n one p u l s e by the f i e l d s generated by normal or superconducting c e i l s , "hen f o l l o w s i n j e c t i o n of the g r e a t e r part of the f u e l by
D-T p e l l e t s and consequent plasma heating and expansion by nuclear
r e a c t i o n s without undue d i s t u r b i n g of the plasma current c o n f i g u r a t i o n .
Technical requirements include an i n s u l a t i n g f i r s t w a l l and f a s t r i s i n g
magnetic f i e l d s produced by superconducting c o i l s . This reactor system
i s compared with the tokamak and the r e v e r s e d - f i e l d pinch system.

This work was performed by a reactor study group in which FOM, ECN,
KEKi ani Karatoon participate. It con»ticute* part of the research
programs of the association agreement of Euratom and the "Stichting
voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie" (FOM) with financial supporr fron the "Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver-Wetenschappelijk
Onderzo* ." (ZWO) and Euratom.
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i.

iimiooucTio»

With this report we conclude a series of screw-pinch reactor
studies ( 1,21 in which the experiments with SPICA I 3,4| have been
extrapolated towards a possible economical reactor by members of the
POM Institute for Plasma Physics Rijnhuizen (nieuwegein), from the
Netherlands Energy Research Foundation ECM (Petten) and frost the KEMA,
Research Institute of the Dutch utility companies (Arnhem). Preliminary
versions of the present report were presented at the 11th SOFT conference, Oxford 1910 I S| and the IAEA Technical Committee Meeting on Critical Analysis of Alternative Fusion Concepts, Eric*, 19S1.
High-beta plasma systems can be stabilized with special current
and pressure profiles, thus becoming possible low-field alternatives to
tokaaak reactors. But with the first concepts the efficiency and the
econoaics of Belt-Pinch Reactor aodels remitted poor. The aain
reason was that the thermonuclear plasaa after ignition by compression heating fills only a ver/ saall fraction of the plasaa vessel.
A high confining magnetic field then remained necessary in order to
reach the required power. Moreover, since this high field could not be
generated, on a short enough tiaescale by superconducting coils, normal conducting coils were adopted, giving rise to high ohaic losses.
In order to circumvent these drawbacks another approach to obtain a
burning plasma should be employed.
A promising heating method is the use of thermonuclear energy.
This may be achieved by the injection of fuel after ignition of a lowdensity plasma in the usual screw-pinch way. It is assumed that the
injection leaves the screw-pinch configuration intact. The bulk of the
plasaa in this case steas from injection and is heated by thermonuclear
a-particles. The ignited plasma expands to fill a substantial part of
the available volume. The injection phase ends with the combined injection of fuel and possibly impurities, and the burn phase starts
with a plasaa that is in thermal equilibrium at a temperature around
5 keV and at the stability liait for beta. For a screw-pinch reactor
with optimal geometry (belt-shape) this limit is assumed to be 0.50.
The thermal equilibrium may be stable due to heat conduction to the
wall or it may be maintained by slow feedback control of the confining
magnetic field. During the burn phase the temperature of the plasma
increases gradually as the concentration of a-particles in the plasma
increases, see Fig. L.
Compared to the previous design of the BSPR [ 21 , the required
implosion and compression energies are reduced, and the relative burn-

- s up rata is saaller. As a result the net efficiency of tha reactor U . e .
the ratio of net produced electric power to tha produced thermal power
in the blanket) is much higher.
Tha working principle described above brines within reach a
reactor system, with reduced dimensions and power productior. Furthermore, because tha magnetic field is now relatively low. it may also be
possible to use superconducting coils. This will increase the efficiency
considerably, see table 1.
For the screw-pinch reactor with injection and a thermal power
of 2.5 CM the physical and technical aspects are examined.
First, the physical model of the screw pinch is described in
detail in Chapter II. The formation phase, the ignition- and the pellet
injection-phase are discussed, and the flow diagram for the calculations is presented.
In Chapter III the technical aspects of the reference mSMIL* are
discussed both for the cases of resistive coils and superconducting
coils. The electro-technical aspects and the pellet-infection system
are emphasized.
In Chapter IV the cost evaluation of the reference reactors is
given and in Chapter V a parameter variation study is presented.
In Chapter VI the screw-pinch reactor concepts are compared with
the related tokaaak and reversed-field pinch concepts, mainly with
respect to plasma engineering, the TF-coil system and the power conversion system.

BSPRIL is the acronym for Belt Screw-Pinch Reactor with Injection
and Low power.
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XI.

TBE FBYSICAL HOOBL OT TIK SCBW F O O I
There ar* away similarities between a screw pinch and a tokaaak.

is th* netted of tarnation. In a screw pinch th* poloidal and toroidal
fusion is unimportant. As a result, th* initial p i s — , with a froxenin toroidal magnetic bias field, is inploded and heated in the san* way
as in a «-pinch. Contrary to the A-piach, nost of the plana* currents
flow in th* low density plasma region ontsid* th* pinched column, the
q-profile in th* region hatwaen the central plana* column and the wall
is approximately flat. Similar to the tokaaak, the value of th* safety
factor should be above unity for stability reasons, however, b a c a —
th* toroidal plasma current has a very broad profil*, th* total toroidal
plasaa current in a screw pinch is each higher than in a rnlrsaalr "with
the same toroidalft-fleld".Sa* for the different profiles Fie. 7.
The screw-pinch configuration can confine plasmas with a rather high
local S-valu* I3,4|. It can also produce than* high-S plasmas through
heating by th* fast formation netted. The screw-pinch configuration
can, however, only be maintained for a time period limited by diffusion.
Unless a method is found to r*-induc* plasaa currents in th* outer
region, th* screw pinch decays towards the tos nasi configuration by
diffusion.
A aajor advantage of th* screw pinch formation method is the
avoidance of a turbulent, unstable phase with enhanced plasma-wall interaction. Th* screw-pinch plasaa is stable from the very beginning of
the discharge. This was experimentally demonstrated in SFICA !• I where
in spite of anon-conducting (quartz) liner, that could not be baked,
the impurity concentration appeared to be very low (< 0.2) of oxygen).
One aajor drawback of the fast formation netted in a reactor is the
need of an electrically non-conducting first wall.
For the central plasma column ohmic heating is not important.
The low-density region at the outside, however, is mainly heated by
ohmic dissipation. The diffusion time in this outer region determines
the saximua pulse length of th* discharge. This is not a serious limitation because, in the reactor regie*, this tine will be longer than
that of the nost economic pulse time which is determined by burn-up of
the fuel when ash removal is not employed.
iecause the puis* time is shorter than the diffusion time, the
elongation of a screw-pinch plasma can be much larger than for a tokamak.
The screw-pinch experiment SFICA II will have an elongation of 2.3 for
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the wall «ad of about 5 for the plasma. This last «alee is,theoretically, aboat the optimum «alee for stability I7|. for the present reactor
design the elongation of the e l s — chamber is 3.
The first screw piach reactor calcalatioas were bssed oa a
straightforward extrapolation of the scrow-plach experiments i i,2l.
Por the rise of the magnetic field a staeed scheme was chosea. for the
initial implosion capacitor banks have to be «sod: ia order to obtain
effective tmploatno heetiag,the aromatic field iacreases oa a micro• sioad tiaascala. after the Implosion the plasms is heated to ignition
by adiabatic compressiom. This process caa be allowed to he swjch slower
than the initial implosion. Still, if radiatioa losses are to anoent to
only a snail fraction of the •marey gala by conmressiou, the tiae derivative of the magnetic field shoald be at least 50 T/s ia this phase.
Despite the high l-valea* the reactor tamed oat to be economically onej^Wa>e^w»at*v2 •

e\e^Pn»

avJaa^PaPaV

a^^pSi^eleas^awa%fc^

wm>a»amvasum'Veslema*^mr*^^m'aB'

umxs>SfcUBj

urease»

**aiw^H

n^njeassmsuL vs^aa'aBaftAMXin

ratio of the plasea and the ase of noraal resistive coils l2,»lThe high coapressioa ratio was a resalt of the heating aethod
that was adopted. To ignite a sefficieat anoaat of feel at realistic
valees of the electric field at the first wall,one has to rely bravily
on the compression for heating. Consequently, the piis— compression
ratio will be around 20. Than a very poor ase is aade of the volwae
filled with aaeaetic energy. Boreal resistive coils were chosen because
a field rise to 5 T within 100 as would be beyond present superconductor
technology and eddy current losses at cryogenic temperature would
constitute a considerable enerey loss.
Some thought was given to the possibility to increase the rise
time of the magnetic field and to apply some other means of neatinf.
However, in case of a slow field rise, it is at least doubtful whether
the screw-pinch current profiles can be induced. One way would be to
find a means of tailoring the current profile in a roe ana» towards the
screw-pinch configuration. This would enable a tofcamsk reactor to work
at high 9-val-jes.
In this report a different possibility is pursued. The formation
phase of the screw-pinch plasma is taken to be the same as described
above, except that only a small partof the necessary fuel is ignited
in this way. After the ignition, more fuel is supplied to the plasma
by means of injection. The bulk of the fuel is the.* heated by thermonuclear a-partlcles. This aethod can only work if the plasma keeps
itself at the stability limit for ft by mild instabilities. These instabilities enhance particle and energy transport inside the central
plasma, creating a plasma column with almost homogeneous density and
temperature. During the injection phase the temperature of this central
plasma is held at about 10 keV by controlled injection of fuel and the

- 11 plasma expands to fill a substantial part of the available volume. The
injection phase ends with the combined injection of fuel and impurities,
creating a plasma that is approximately in thermal equilibrium at a
temperature of about 5 keV at the stability limit for 6, which is assumed to be 50% for the belt-screw-pinch reactor. The plasma cannot be
allowed to increase its volume to fill the whole vessel, because a
layer of dense pressureless plasma is needed to insulate the burning
plasma thermally from the first wall.
In this study it is assumed that the plasma can expand to
fill at most about 50% of the available volume. From equilibrium calculations (see Fig. 2) it is then seen that the distance between plasma
and outer wall is already rather small. Possibly, thermal conduction
through this thin layer can provide a mechanism for thermal stabilization.
Implosion phase
The implosion phase is essentially the same as described in Refs.
[2] and 18]. However, the initial filling pressure is chosen much lower.
An initial filling density n - 7xl018 m~3 is assumed. This allows a
drastic reduction of the capacitor-bank, energy. The capacitor banks then
no longer form a significant part of the cost of the reactor and it is
not necessary to consider them in an economic optimization of the design
parameters.
The maximum electric field at the first wall, although reduced
to 40 kV/m, still necessitates the use of a non-conducting first wall.
The temperature after implosion, kT - 600 eV, could be made considerably higher by increasing the capacitor voltage and energy, without a
large cost penalty. However,
.s is only necessary if considerable
energy is lost during the r pression phase, for instance, when a
somewhat slower rise of tï
magnetic field is required for superconducting coils. In this way the requirements for the field rise by the superconductor coils could be reduced to about 20 T/s. However, the electric
tension between the blanket modules would be much higher. For this
reason this scheme was not pursued further.
Compression phase
During the compression phase the toroidal magnetic field rises
to its maximum value of 2.8 T and the plasma is ignited (~ 5 keV) . This
phase is also described in r.efs. [2] and [8]. During adiabatic compression
the 6-value of the highly compressed plasma is reduced from its initial
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value after implosion (6 = 0.5). The time between pre-ionization of the
filling gas and ignition of the Dlasma is only about 60 ms.
a-particle heating phase
The subsequent a-particle heating phase lasts nuch longer. In
the a-particle heating phase B increases again until it reaches its
stability limit at a temperature of 13 keV (for the standard reactor).
In the standard reactor _t takes about 2.2 s for the o-particles to
raise the temperature from 5 keV to 13 keV. During this time the reactor does not effectively produce power.
Injection phase
In the subsequent injection phase, fuel pellets are injected
into the plasma at such a rate that the temperature and 8 of'
the plasma remains approximately constant (with variations due to
the finite size of the pellets). During this phase, about 98% of the
fuel is injected. The time for the plasma to heat this extra fuel can
easily be estimated from the energy balance. In this phase radiation
losses are comparatively low and therefore the energy balance reads
(neglecting the a-particle slowing-down time)
^

(3n e VkT) * n ^ V <av> Q a ,

if it is assumed that all a-particle energy remains in the plasma. Here
V is the volume of the central plasma and the other symbols have their
usual meaning. As the injection takes place at constant B and constant
magnetic field (n kT constant) the duration of this phase is approximately:
t-t

3nekT*n(V/VQ)
o ' nDnT<av>Qa '

For the standard reactor it amounts to 3.4 s. More than 3 seconds of
this time do not contribute to the effective burn time because little
power is produced, see Fig. 1. Because of uncertainties about the behaviour of the plasma, this phase of the screw-pinch reactor cycle is rather
speculative.
The injection of fuel pellets should leave the outer region,
where the force-free currents flow, intact. This puts a minimum on the
entrance velocity of the pellets: the outside region is heated by ohmic
dissipation, probably to keV temperatures, but it can be cooled through
ablation of passing DT-pellets. At low temperature a high dissipation
-7-
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increases the rate at which the force-free currents decay. Numerical
calculations were done to check the importance of this effect. As a
model for ablation the neutral-ablation, neutral-shield model, originally developed at Oak Ridge [9] was used. In this model the ablation
rate r and the ablation time x (i.e. the life-time of the pellet in the
plasma) are given by
~2A

*p - r p 3 V

l

h kT

e

l 6lt

-

'

and
5

T

1

/3
-1/33 i.*.- ~ r'
p neö ' kTe
3

61

*

,

in which r is the pellet radius. From the calculations it was seen
that during injection, the outer region cools down to about 500 eV
if 140 10-mg pellets with entrance velocity 101* m/s are used. This
leads, at worst, to a decay of the force-free currents in the outer
10 cm layer during the 3.5 s of injection. It is therefore concluded
that 10** m/s is approximately the lower limit for the pellet injection
velocity if 10-mg pellets are used. The penetration depth of these
pellets in the dense burning plasma is about 25 cm, and about 4% of
the pellet mass will be deposited in the low-density outer layer. If
bigger pellets can be used, which depends on the degree at which the
plasma can cope with the disturbances, the injection velocity can be
decreased [2], taking the same constraints for the mass deposition in
the outer region and the same penetration depth.
After the injection of a slight amount of impurities the plasma
reaches approximately thermal equilibrium.
Burn phase
In order to keep the plasma in thermal equilibrium during the
burn phase, the temperature of the plasma must slowly increase, since
the plasma becomes contaminated with a growing amount of a-particles and
fuel is depleted. As it is assumed that the ashes (and the fuel) are
not removed from the burning plasma through the force-free current region, the plasma will expand during this temperature increase. However,
an upper limit is set on the volui»» that can be filled with dense burning plasma: the burn phase ends when the plasma volume reaches this
limit. The plasma is then allowed to cool down, and the magnetic fields
are reduced. A large amount of neutral gas is injected in this phase
to prevent damaging plasma-wall contact. In the numerical calculations
of the time-dependent burn phase both the plasma volume and the plasma

- 14 temperature at the start of the burn phase were free parameters. They
were optimized with respect to the economics of the reactor. The optimum temperature during the burn turns out to be quite low (and the
density therefore quite high). Also it was deduced from seoarate numerical calculations that due to the upper limit posed on the plasma volume and the lack of exhaust from the plasma, it is unfavourable to inject more fuel during the burn phase. Additional fuel injection would
lead to a further expansion of the plasma, which means that the plasma
volume at the start of the burn phase would have to be smaller, reducing the average plasma volume during the burn. At low burn temperature and constant pressure the amount of fuel in the plasma is larger
than at higher temperatures. A low temperature is favoured because the
burn time can be longer at equal burn-up fraction, and the down time
between pulses becomes less important. Also the increase of <ov> with
kT is steeper at low burn temperature, and therefore the plasma expansion, necessary to remain in thermal equilibrium, is minimal at low
temperature. This is another factor that favours a low burn temperature. The equations describing the burn phase, at constant 6 and
constant magnetic field, now become quite simple:

(t

b +fcd,Pth* M » f V V ^ V d t

.

(1)

where Q is the energy release per fusion event » Q +Q , Q is the enerqv
3J
n a m
multiplication factor in the blanket, t. is the effective down time,
including the heating and injection phases. Densities, temperature and
plasma volume are time-dependent.
The ot-particles that are produced remain inside the plasma:
t
n V
n Dn,j,<av>Vdt .
(2)

a "f l
0

The total amount of impurities remains constant:
n

imp V

=

con*"nt.

(3)

In the thermal equilibrium the bremsstrahlung is assumed to be the major
loss process, it is balanced by thermonuclear energy production of the
D-T reaction:
3.8xlCT29(nD + n T + Z n ^ 2nfl) (nD + n T + Z2^

4n Q ) /R7 - n D n T Q a <av>. (4)
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Finally, during burn:
2u nkT
8 *

B2

* constant,

(5)

where n is the total density (electrons and ions).
The dimensions of the reactor are determined in the usual way from the
input parameters. These equations are solved time-dependently. A flow
c^art for the numerical calculation is given below.
input reactor dimensions

choose initial temperature
I
,
1

i

choose initial plasma volume

time-dependent burn phase until the plasma
volume reaches its maximum value

iterate initial density (» magnetic field)
to obtain the correct thermal power

iterate initial plasma volume
for most economic reactor

1
_ iterate initial temperature
for most economic reactor

output

To determine the economics of the reactor variants during this iteration process, the various losses are evaluated in the same way as was
described in Ref. [8], and the direct costs/kW e are calculated. If the
free parameters are such that this quantity is a minimum, the final
parameter set has been found. For the reactor with normal conducting
coils an additional iteration loop is added to determine the optimum
thickness of these coils.
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The optimum reactor appears to have almost constant power production during the burn phase. The -ichematic time history is illustrated in Fig. 1. The main parameters for this optimized "standard" reactor
BSPRIL are given in table 1.
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TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF THE BSPRIL

:11... Blanket and shield system
As for the preceding BSPR 121, blanket modules with lateral di•.•sei sions of 0.5 * C. 5 m2 are chosen. Again the breeder material in the
iK.vi-.iies is lithiuir., the reflector and shield are made of stainless steel,
aru tf.e coolant is '-"ilium. For an acceptable tritium breeding ratio a
.s'l.t't" thickness of 40 cm for the breeder zone is required.
-^ f.iti use c: normal conducting Cu coils with inorganic insulators,
a ti'.^ness cï ac Veast 40 cm for reflector and shield (75% Fe, 25% B4C)
i: repaired. Th* radiation heating in the coils is then negligible com£*-*& to the ohmic heating. If superconducting coils with epoxy insulation .ire used, the thickness of reflector and shield has to be increased tc BO cm. Then the radiation heating in the coils is small compared
to the heat dissipated in the coils due to the pulsed operation. Furthermore, the radiation damage will be so low that annealing will not be necessary during the life-time of the plant. Based on an average wall loading of 2.2 MW/m2 and an energy multiplication factor in the blanket of
1.2, the average power density in the blanket will be about 2.6 MW/m3.
Calculations with the code FURNACE [10] show that the poloidal variation
of the neutron wall loading on the first wall ranges from +33% to -34%,
see Fig. 2. The power density and the breeding rate vary between +15*
and -20%. These variations are less than those for the preceding BSPR,
due to the racetrack geometry of the vessel and the relatively much
larger plasma volume of the BSPRIL.
The 4000 modules have to be insulated from each other. Therefore,
they have to be connected to the support structure and coolant ducts by
e.g. ceramic joints. It is considered necessary to cover each module
with an insulating layer of 2 mm thickness in order to present short
circuits during the implosion phase where an electric field of 40 kV/m
will be present for a period of 1 us. This coating presents problems
both for the construction and for the long-term usage. The coating of a
metal vessel with an insulating non-porous layer is problematic due to
the different expansion coefficients of metal and ceramic. The problem
might be solved by a gradual increase in the packing density of the
ceramic from the surface to the outside. For -r.tdi:iing a long lifetime two more complications have to be dealt with: one is the periodic
heating and cooling due to the pulsing of the discharge, which in a
ceramic-metal transition is even less tolerable than in a one-component
design, the second is that ceramics are more susceptible to radiation
damage than metals. Satisfactory solutions 6+ill have to be found.
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111.2

Power conversion system

A power conversion system consisting of a primary helium coolant
circuit with a modest helium outlet temperature (650 C) combined with
a steam turbine generator circuit is considered. In this way, an economically attractive conversion system is obtained fill. A thermal efficiency of 42% is expected here. The inlet temperature of the helium is
250 °C and the pressure is 50 bar. Assuming a relative pressure loss of
5%, the ideal pump power will be 80 MH.
With the blanket subdivided into 24 toroidal sections, each section
needs coolant ducts of about 30 cm diameter and the main duct to the
heat exchanger will be about 1.5 m in diameter.
Two steam turbine generator units of nominal 540 MH each are envisaged. In the overall energy balance the power supply to the electric
systems of the reactor itself (the recirculating power) accounts for a
tot*l amount of 153 NH for the reactor with s.c. coils and 406 MM. if
Cu coils are used. The energy-flow diagram of the BSPRIL is depicted in
Fig. 2.
111.3

Implosion coil system

The implosion system must deliver a fast rising magnetic field
(0.11 T/ys) at the start of each cycle. During the implosion phase an
electric field strength of 40 kV/m is generated at the first wall. As
was suggested in the former BSPR design, the blanket nodules will be
used directly as the implosion circuit, resulting in a voltage of 20 kv
between the modules. Each of the modules is connected to a storage capacitor system, which includes a power crowbar.
Consequently, the total storage bank with a capacity of 15 MJ is
divided into 4000 units of 3.75 kJ, 30 kV eac.i. Uniform distribution of
these capacitors on one gallery around the reactor is possible. The required screw-pinch configuration of the magnetic field is obtained by
connecting the modules in an appropriate pattern. The average power
needed to recharge the capacitors is less than 0.5 MM. Between the implosion coils and the surrounding compression coils a distance of 25 cm
is incorporated to decrease the coupling between these coils.

111.4

Compression coils

Separate innerlying toroidal-field (TF) coils and outerlying
poloidal-field (PF) coils are considered for the compression system.
The TF-coil system is subdivided into 24 sections and the PF coils into
4 sections. The rectangular shape of the coils with demountable upper

- 19 yokes as assumed in the previous designs is abandoned in favour of a
more realistic shape of the coils which are not demountable. In view
of the elongated minor cross-section of the plasma vessel, a racetrack shape of the coils was selected.
111.4.1 Design with normal conducting Cu coils
A parametric study leads to an optimal coil thickness for the
Cu coils of d_p * 1.40 m, where only the inner legs of the coils are
tapered. The cross-section of the outer legs of each coil section is
1.40x1.23 m2. The weight of each of the 24 coil sections is 376 tons. The
distance between the outer legs (1.3 m) is sufficient for the passage of
the vacuum ducts, for manipulation equipment, and probably sufficient
for vertical removal of the blanket modules. The magnetic field of
2.8 T at the torus axis requires a total current of 101 HA turns in
the coil system and 4.2 MA turns per coil section. Taking 21 kV as an
available supply voltage from the storage system, 5 turns per section
have to be taken, carrying 0.84 MA. The maximum current density in the
Cu of the windings will be about 4 MA/m2 (filling factor 0.7). The
ohmic heating in these coils averaged over the cycle time of 33 s
amounts to about 276 MW for which a water flow of 1.6 m3/s with a
pumping power of a few MW is needed if water cooling at 60 °C at the
outlet is chosen. The average distance between the coils and the ETS
system is 8 m. Water-cooled copper busbars carrying 0.84 MA each between
the ETS system a-d the TF and PP coil sections are envisaged. The lateral dimensions are such that the ohmic losses in the busbars are 5%
of those in the coils. To compensate for all ohmic losses in the coils,
transmission lines, and homopolar machines an average power of 310 MW
has to be supplied tc the ETS system.
111.4.2 Superconducting coils
With superconducting coils a considerable reduction of the
losses will be expected, although the superconducting coils are pulsed.
For the present design, a field rise of 50 T/s during compression is
needed*. The following estimates are made for the cryogenic losses
arising from the pulsed operation of the superconducting coils:
. coupling losses during the periods of transient of the magnets account for 4.3 MJ per cycle;

In our design the required maximum field strength at the centre is only 2.8 T
(i.e. 4.3 T at the coil). Presently, the state of the art is 10 T/s in smell
coils. But our demands are in line with those of the RFPR [26] .
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. relaxation effects due to non-instantaneous homogenization of the
current in the s.c. composite during energizing and de-energizing of
the magnet accounts for 5.3 MJ per pulse;
. losses due to non-perfect transposition of the parallel subsections
in the coils are taken into account to an amount of 0.7 MJ per pulse.
Averaged over the cycle time (65 s for the-reactor with s.c. coils)
the cryogenic losses are 160 kN (the cryogenic losses in the superconductor coils per pulse per m3 coil scale as 4.6 kJ/T2 m 3 ) .
If an efficiency of 1:300 for the helium refrigeration system
is accepted, a continuous electric power supply of 48 HH e is required,
i.e. 2 MWe per coil section. Assuming an allowable current density
of 5.108 A/m2 in the s.c. material, a superconducting-to-matrix ratio
of 1:10, and a filling factor of 25%, each coil section (including insulation, support, and dewars) has a cross-section of about 0.7x0.5 m2
and a weight of 30 tons for the windings. The significantly reduced
size of these s.c. coils compared to the normal conducting Cu coils
implies both easier access to the blanket and cost savings of the coil
system. Based on unit costs of 10 1/m/kA, each coil section will cost
1.4 MS compared to 7.5 Ml for a Cu-coil system. The costs of the refrigeration system are estimated [12] to be about 10 Ml. An estimate of
the required cooling capacity due to heat inleak and to ohmic losses
for optimized s.c. current leads shows that the mass flow of the cold
helium to the current leads (if allowed to heat up to room temperature)
does not exceed the amount of off-gas due to the losses in the coils.
Consequently, this off-gas can be used for cooling of the leads.
An additional source of losses, not taken into account in the
calculations, may be related to the periodically changing mechanical
loads on the coils and their support structures within the cryogenic
containment. During the period in which the magnetic field builds up
the coils and structures will endure slight deformations under t*e presence of electromagnetic forces. The corresponding amount of energy is
stored as mechanical energy. At the same time there is an increase of
the magnetic energy due to the increase of the coil dimensions. It can
be derived easily that a linear strain e corresponds with an increase
2c of the magnetic field energy, the mechanical energy being half that
figure. During the period in which the magnetic field runs down both
these energies will be recovered into the ETS system with the exception
of that part of the mechanical energy which is non-recoverable due to
non-elastic deformation and mechanical hysteresis effects.
If, for instance, we assume a linear deformation of O.lt and
10% hysteresis, lO-1* of the magnetic field energy may be non-recoverable
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energy is about 10 GJ, so this assumption will result in a loss of
I HJ per pulse (5 HM^ for the cryogenic system).
III.5

ETS system

The reactor with Cu coils needs an energy from the ETS of 16.9 GJ
in the TF-coil system and 2.6 GJ in the PF system. For the reactor with
s.c. coils these values are 12.4 GJ and 1.15 GJ respectively. These
energies are supplied and stored periodically in homopolar maci.xncs
with an efficiency of 95%. The charging voltage of the ETS system is
21 kV (20 kV on the windings of the coils and 1 kV on the transmission
lines). Each of the TF coils has to be connected to a 0.7 GJ storage
unit delivering 0.84 MA. Contrary to the conceptual design of a 1.3 GJ,
II kV homopolar machine (ij , consisting of a drum-type rotor with a
diameter of 2.7 m and a total length of 20 m, it is expected that with
a disc-type rotor a more compact homopolar machine of the same energy
and voltage can be realized. Proceeding from this idea, 2 homopolar
machines connected in series are envisaged for each TF coil.
The design parameters of each machine are 0.35 GJ, 11 kV, 0.84 MA.
The total number of 56 homopolar generators (24*2 for the TF-coil system and 4»2 generators for the PF-coil system) can be installed on one
gallery around the reactor. The disc-type homopolar machine would have
22 discs, 2 • in diameter, alternatively counter-rotating with bearings
on a central stationary shaft, 0.4 m in diameter. This limits reaction
forces on the superconducting stator field coil which provides an axial
magnetic field of 5 T in a cylinder of 5 m length. The stored magnetic
field energy is about 100 HJ.
The maximum peripheral speed is 200 m/s, corresponding to an induced voltage of 500 V/dlsc. The rotational energy storage at full
speed is 16 Mj/disc, the required mass is 1600 kg/disc. The problems
of the current collection (0.84 HA) at high speed (200 m/s) are formidable. A considerable development of the homopolar machines is required
before a design providing sufficiently reliable operation over the reactor life-time can be made.
The losses of the homopolar machines, busbar losses and coil
losses could be compensated by one of the turbine generators. This
energy supply can only take place during the flat-top period of the
reactor cycle. As a conversion element a thyristor system (0.84 MA,
300 V) could be used. The 24 generator-coil sections are connected in
series during this interval by means of mechanical switches and are connected to the converter. During the high-voltage intervals, with fastchanging magnetic fields, the switches disconnect the individual sec-
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tions. Application of this loss compensation could reduce the dsminilt
on the hosopolar generators, but this effect is not taken into account
in our energy flow diagraa.
Por the reactor with superconducting coils the storage energy
in the ETS systea is 30% saaller because less energy has to be supplied
during the pulse to coapensate for the losses. This leads to saaller
dimensions and lower costs for this ETS systea.

III.6

The pellet injection systea

In the BSPKIL with Cu coils about 0.20 g OT will be burned per
cycle and 1.47 g DT has to be supplied to the plasm vessel during each
cycle. Starting each cycle with the iaplosion and compression of a filling aass of only a few per cent of the final aass during the burn,
1.40 g DT has to be injected after the compression phase.
Plasma refuelling is recognized as a problea in most magnetic
fusion concepts.
In the BSPR the extent of the expansion of the plasma volume by
fuelling and the fusion reactions were taken exceptionally high, and
no evidence is available yet on the stability of the plasma during this
process. Fuelling by injection of pellets was found to be a promising
technique (neutral beams and cluster injection would require too high
energies to reach the required penetration depth).
Tentatively, a deposition in the plasma of 140 pellets of 10 mg
each is considered here. These pellets have to be deposited in the
thermonuclear plasma, where they are evaporated and heated. The mass
of each pellet is taken low compared to the initial fuel mass present
in the plasma vessel to limit the disturbances of the reacting plasma.
It is further assumed that the pellets do not disturb the lowdensity outer layer of the plasma and the force-free currents, essential for the stability of the screw-pinch plasma. A velocity of 10*> m/s
of the pellets might fulfil these requirements (see Chapter II).
Velocities of about 103 m/s have already been obtained by mechanical and pneumatic acceleration techniques (14) . Due to the low tensile strength of an unconstrained (unclad) solid DT pellet these techniques *m well as the electrostatic acceleration technique would probably necessitate inconveniently long acceleration paths to accelerate
pellets up to 10* m/s and are therefore less eligible (2).
A probably promising method for fast pellet acceleration is
laser propulsion [15 -17] . Here the reactive force of the ablated material of a pellet accelerates the pellet, which is illuminated from the
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is S00 J. If a rather pessimistic efficiency of the total acceleration
system vis. 0.0S1 is assvned. the energy supply to the laser gun would
be about 1 HJ per pellet. This estimate is based on the follawine nanim—i
figures:
the efficiency of the laser (1-10%). the *ffic« «cy of light
absorption by the pellet (20-00%), th* fraction of absorbed light for
ablation {- 20%); and the propulsion efficiency of the ablated flow
(2S-S0%). when the laser efficiency is taken t o b t It, the laser should
deliver 10 kJ light to each pellet during the 1 ms time of flight of
the pellets in the gun tube. But alternatively, 10 successive short
pulses of 1 U on each pellet may be considered.
Although th* assumed efficiency of 0.05% is low, this has minor
influence on the energy balance and on th* net efficiency of the reactor (140 HJ energy supply to the laser system per burn cycle has to be
compared with a fusion yield of > 100 GJ). Assuming a repetition rate
of 6 Hz for a laser gun, a total of C laser guns is naadad to inject
all pellets within a period of 4 s. The straight acceleration tubes of
these 6 guns may be incorporated in ( of the 12 vacuum ducts, evenly
distributed around the torus, thus providing a uniform fuel supply and
avoiding additional blanket penetrations. The laser systems seem to
pose no insurmountable problems.
The main problems are connected with the need to maintain the
pellet integrity during th* acceleration and the need to guide the
pellets in the laser beam.
Axial guidance of the pellet probably can be *ffected by imamr
of a hollow beam profil* (16,10]. It has been observed [19] that
even for a pellet illuminated from one side,a nearly spherical ablation
and compression occurs, due to the thermal conductance in tangential
direction around the pellet, provided the beam size is comparable with
the pellet size. Thus, pellet destruction and fragmentation can probably be limited by this kind of pellet refinement at the expense of
a lower thrust. Deformation of the pellet might also be avoided by applying a jacket or shell of material with higher tensile strength
around the pellet. In order to limit plasma contamination the mass of
the jacket should be small depending on the material (preferably of
low Z), in any case less than 1% of the pellet mass.
During the acceleration a significant fraction of the pellet
will be ablated. As a first estimate half the initial mass of the
pellet leaves the acceleration tube. The consequences of this effect
on laser power requirements and pumping facilities have not been taken
into account in the present design study.
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problems associated with the acceleration of the pellet
night be nitigated if the pellet velocity cemld he lower, Probably
the pellet velocity of 10* a/s is sot too stringent a reauirsnint fi
the plasma physics poiat of view. la the analysis the choice was fi:
on 10-mg pellets, bet there is none flexibility here also.
Pellets lareer than the 10 a* considered are preferable with
respect to the required velocity, pellet kinetic energy,aed the
of pellets, according to the ablation nodel described in Chapter IX.
and taking the sane constraints for the ants deposition in the sacce
sive layers of the plasan and the sane penetration depth in the plan
the pellet psi a m i i scale as:
v-r**.
E

pellet

r

size of the pellets, however, is limited by the iafli
of sadden local density and temperature disturbances on the stability
of the burning plasaa. for the acceleration of a heavier pellet, a aoi
powerful laser «on is needed, because accordinf to hef. p5| the final
pellet velocity scales as'
Vi
r^
iaser

e

which results in ^iMamz " *•
Pellets lareer than 10 as, would therefore require a stronger
laser eon. Only with respect to the total energy of the acceleration
systen, larger pellets are preferable (scaling •» " r~ 2 ), but as stated
earlier, the total power of the acceleration lystsa is of ainor importance A nore serious limitation with large pellets arises froa the
stresses in the pellets, which increase linearly with the radius of the
pellet. In this respect small pellets would be more favourable. Also
for smaller pellets a less powerful laser gun is necessary according to
the scaling given before. Further, the efficiency night be better according to the scaling law

"laser
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Although this quantitative analysis has not been pursued further,
it is our impression that the choice of 10-mg pellets is a reasonable
basis for our study.
The energy for each laser gun is stored in 1 MJ capacitors. These
have to be charged 6 times per second, demanding an average power of
35 MW during the pellet-injection period. To smooth this power demand
from the supply system, a motor generator delivers the total energy of
140 HJ. This has to be driven with a 5 MW motor during the next 30 s
of the cycle time. In the reactor design with s.c. coils this period
is 60 s, and consequently, the motor power should be 2.5 MW.
III.7. General design aspects
A general impression of a possible station layout of the reactor
with s.c. coils is given in Fig. 4. Due to the implosion heating mechanism a closed conducting first wall is not permitted. Therefore, a closed
metallic vacuum-tight wall has to be situated outside the coils, supported by a thick concrete wall. These walls act as a reactor vessel and as a
biological shield. The energy storage systems are located outside the
reactor vessel as close to the coils as possible, to minimize the length
of the transmission lines. This tightly packed structure around the nuclear reactor makes horizontal access to the blanket impossible. Therefore, access to the blanket is supposed to be vertical after removal of
the demountable cover plates of the reactor vessel.
To remove the unburned fuel and the ash during the down time of
the reactor, a pumping rate of 800 m3/s at 10 -6 torr requires 10 M W .
To minimize the number of ducts through the blanket, one duct of 1.5 m
diameter per 2 toroidal sections, each leading to 2 parallel series of
vacuum pumps, is sufficient. The ducts enter the torus in the upper
corner of the outer blanket, where access is easy. For protection of
the vacuum pumps to neutron streaming effects, the vacuum pumps are
connected perpendicular to the ducts.
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IV.

COST EVALUATION

The cost evaluation for the BSPRIL was performed following the
guidelines in Ref. [20] , recommended for fusion reactor cost estimates,
which in turn are based on the recommendation for cost evaluation of
nuclear power systems [21] .
The total capital costs of the reactor are subdivided into
direct costs (land, structures, nuclear plant, turbine plant, electric
plant, miscellaneous, special materials), indirect costs (construction
facilities, engineering and management, taxes etc.), and time-related
costs (interest during construction, escalation).
The conceptual design of the BSPRIL is such that a detailed
cost evaluation using the account numbers defined in [20] is unfeasible due to the schematic layout, but a general cost estimate can be
made. In the procedure followed for the BSPRIL (suitable for rough comparison between different designs), those parts of the direct cost accounts
not dealinq with the nuclear plant, are combined in one account called the
"conventional plant" or the "Balance of plant" (B.O.P.). It is assumed and
also confirmed in the literature that this cost account (containing
all civil structures, turbine/generator equipment, buildings, etc.) is
not very sensitive to the type of reactor and the energy conversion
system chosen. For a number of conceptual fusion reactor and fission
reactor designs it was derived that the "conventional plant" costs
amount to 100-150 $/kWt (1977 values), depending on the type of power
conversion system.
The cost account dealing with the nuclear part of the reactor,
the "nuclear island", needs a further specification depending on the
type of the reactor.
For the BSPRIL the main cost components of the nuclear island
are the blanket and primary coolant loop, the shielding, the magnets,
the ETS system, the fuelling system, and the cryogenics. Unit cost estimates for these cost items were derived from other system studies,
e.g. [25], The results are given in table 2.
The calculated values are based on prices of 1977 because most
evaluations of other systems refer to that year and a comparison with
existing evaluations can easily be made. The unit costs of the blanket
also include the primary heat transfer system. The unit costs of the
capacitor banks are those of presently available storage systems. The
unit costs of the s.c. magnet are given in $ per kA coil current and
per m length of coil winding rather than in l/kg to facilitate comparison between coil systems. Present estimates of the unit costs of inertial fusion laser systems (22) are of the order of 200 Ml per MJ of
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deliverable laser light*. Each of the 6 laser guns in this design is
assumed to deliver 10 kJ laser light. Contingencies and allowance for
design uncertainties are assumed to be included in the unit costs.
In the BSPR cost evaluation,provisions for equipment, waste
management and tritium reprocessing are not defined. This would lead
to an underestimate of the costs. Therefore, we have tentatively added
an amount of 15% to take care of this.
It is seen that the conventional plant contributes about 40% to
the total plant costs. The expenditures for the nuclear plant are dominated by the ETS and fuel systems.
In the further cost analysis the constant dollar mode is used.
This means that the inflation and specific escalation rates are assumed
to be zero. This method can be used for a rough comparison of different
conceptual designs [20 ], but not directly for a cost estimate of a present-day actual construction project.
According to E 30] and the experience of the nuclear industry
(231 the indirect costs are about 35% of the direct costs. The timerelated costs in the constant dollar mode consist only of the interest
on the capital investments during the construction period. Assuming a
10-year construction period, a constant rate of expenditures during
the construction period,and a 5% effective interest, the interest during construction amounts to about 30% of the direct plus the indirect
costs (in the contrary current dollar mode where inflation and escalation are taken into account, the interest will be about 10% annually,
and the total time-related costs would possibly amount to 40 to 70% of
the direct plus the indirect costs).
In the constant dollar mode the total capital costs of the
BSPRIL will be 1880 M$ (2789 $/kWe) for the design with copper coils
and 1388 M* (1497 $/kV*e) for the design with superconducting coils,
(see table 3).
For comparison,the capital costs of a 600 MW light water fission reactor in the same constant dollar mode for the year 1977 amount
to * 720 M$ (1200 $/kW ) . These values are derived from data given in
[23], assuming an eight-year construction period.
Compared to the LWR, a fusion reactor has higher investment
costs and is assumed to have a longer construction period. On the other
hand, the LWR needs an additional fuel cycle system. To a certain degree, both aspects would balance in the comparison of the electricity
costs.
The busbar electricity costs are determined by the interest and
return of the capital costs, the operation and maintenance costs, the
* It can be argued that our application with its much longer timeacale night be
less expensive.
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component replacements and storage, and the fuel costs. Based on a
relatively *hort plant life-time of 20 years and an interest of 5% in
the constant dollar mode, the annuity is 0.08024. In table 3 the electricity costs of the BSPRIL are given based on a plant availability
of 70%, annual operation and maintenance costs of 2% of direct and
indirect costs, annual component replacements and waste management,
amounting to 1% of direct plus indirect costs.
Because of the closed fuel system at the fusion reactor site
the fuel costs are very low. Under all these assumptions the final
electricity costs of the BSPRIL with Cu coils would be 47 milis/kWh
and in case of s.c. coils 25 milis/kWh. 76% of the electricity costs
arise from the capital investments and less than 1% from the fuel
costs.
For the LWR the return of capital contributes for 50% to the
electricity costs, the operation and maintenance for about 20%, and
the fuel cycle costs for about 30%. With our evaluation model the
LWR electricity costs then will be about ?0 milis/kWh.
Despite the many uncertainties in the reactor design and unit
cost assumptions, the values of the electricity cost presented here
indicate that the Belt Screw-Pinch Reactor could be an economically competitive electricity generating system. This conclusion
has to be looked upon cautiously due to the uncertainties in those
cost items which are not fairly well known at present. For instance,
a reduction of life-time or availability could increase the price of
fusion energy considerably. The comparisons were made between systems
of 600 M W . Experience shows a decrease in electricity costs for
larger LWR plants. For the fusion reactor it could be argued that for
larger plants the costs for plasma confinement decrease at a higher
rate. The plant availability of 70% seems a reasonable value for the
existing LWRs, for a fusion plant it could be too optimistic an assumption. The same holds for the operation and maintenance expenditures.
A comparison of the BSPRIL with a fast breeder reactor (LMFBR)
would be very tentative. In contrast to the LWR, the LMFBR is still in
the stage of prototype construction. There are, however, indications
of a difference in cost structure between a LWR and a LMFBR. An estimate was given in [24], concerning-* 1300 MWe LWR and a hypothetical 1300 MWe LMFBR, to be commissioned in 1986 for a time of
operation of 20 years. Both the investment cost and the operation cost
of the LMFBR were estimated to be 1.5 times those of the LWR. From the
factors contributing to the fuel cycle cost, the plutonium price would
have a negligible effect, the fuel element cost would be 10 times that
of the LWR and the reprocessing cost would equal that of the LWR.
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Thus, electricity generating costs would be significantly higher than
those of the LWR. From the data given above, it would appear that in
this respect, the LMFBR would generally be coaparable to the fusion
reactor concepts discussed here, reflecting in both cases the costs for
a transition to a nearly infinite fuel supply.
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V.

PARAMETER VARIATION

In order to get an impression of how sensitive the reactor economics is to the different input parameters, these parameters wtre varied
separately around their reference value of the standard reactor, givenin table 1. The influence of these variations on some important output
parameters can be seen from the Figs. 5 and 6. As output parameters the
energy content of the toroidal and poloidal ETS-systems W ° g and w?^s>
the toroidal magnetic field B, the net efficiency n, the net electric
output P__t» and the direct costs per kW , c, are selected.
Reactor with copper coils
Figure 5a shows the influence of the coil thickness d__ on the
reactor parameters. For the reference standard reactor as well as for
the variations, the thickness of the Cu-coils is iterated for minimum
direct costs.
For low aspect ratio (Fig. 5b) the plasma is badly coupled to
the primary PF coils. These coils are situated outside the blanket and
TF coils. The central flux hole becomes very small for low aspect ratio,
which leads to a high primary current in the PF coils, more dissipation
in these coils and a higher energy of the PF ETS systems.
With increasing aspect ratio, the plasma volume decreases somewhat, which means that a higher magnetic field is necessary to confine
the same amount of fuel. Because the volume of the blanket, which also
has to be filled with magnetic field, remains approximately constant,
the TF ETS systems increase with increasing aspect ratio, For stability reasons the aspect ratio should be chosen as small as possible.
As can be expected, the reactor economics are more favourable for
higher thermal powers (Fig. 5c). The surface-to-volume ratio becomes
more favourable, the more so because the blanket thickness remains constant. An additional effect is that, for small reactor dimensions, the
central flux hole becomes more than proportionally smaller, reducing
the coupling between PF coils and plasma.
This same effect plays a role when the wall load is varied (see
Fig. 5d). For the reactor with copper coils there appears to be an optimum wall load. A high wall load leads to higher magnetic field to
confine the necessary amount of fuel in a smaller volume. This leads
to more dissipation because the ratio between plasma volume and magnetic volume becomes smaller. The optimum wall load would be even lower
if the maximum plasma expansion would have been limited by a minimum
distance from the wall instead of by an arbitrary 50% of the volume inside the first wall as was done in the calculations. This optimum „s
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also close to the optimum value of the wall load with respect to lifetime and replacement.
From Fig. 5e It Is clear that a high 0-value is essential for
the screw-pinch reactor with normal conducting coils. Above a 6-value
of 50% the improvements are not spectacular.
From an economic viewpoint it is also favourable to choose the
blanket as thin as possible. The penalty that has to be paid for a
thicker blanket can be seen from Fig. 5f.
The reactor is not as sensitive to the efficiency of the ETS
systems as was the case in earlier studies, see Fig. 5g. The ETS losses
are pulse losses. A poor ETS-efficiency leads to longer burn times and
higher burn-up fractions.
Reactor with superconducting colls
Because the net efficiency of the reactor with superconducting
coils is much closer to the thermal efficiency, the impact of the different variations on the reactor performance is much less than for the
reactor with copper coils.
The pulse losses in the superconductors are rather uncertain,
because a superconductor that meets the required performance conditions
still has to be developed. In varying these losses it was assumed that
these scale with the square of the current, and with the total volume
of the coils, see Fig. 6a. Note that for high pulse losses, the ETS
system energies have to be increased considerably to make up for these
losses.
The optimum aspect ratio, see Fig. 6b, is lower than for the
reactor with copper coils. Although the blanket thickness is increased
because an additional shield is placed inside the superconducting coils,
the thickness of the coils is much more reduced. Therefore, the central
flux hole is larger for this reactor.
The Improvement of the reactor parameters with increasing thermal power can be seen from Fig. 6c. Reactors with 150 - 200 MW are also
feasible with minimum total investments. Parameters for such reactors
are close to those of the demo-reactor.
When the dissipation in the coils becomes unimportant, the optimum wall load is displaced to higher values, as can be seen from
Fig. 6d.
For a high wall load the magnetic field becomes higher, which
makes the application of superconductors for the (necessarily) fast
field change more uncertain. This may also be important when stability
conditions demand lower 8-values, see Fig. 6e.
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The slight influence of the blanket thickness can be seen froa
Fig. 6f.
The ETS-efficiency is not very important» see Fig. 6g. F T Lhe
reactor with supercondacting coils most losses are pulse losses and
therefore a long burn time and high burn-up fraction is favoured independent of the ETS efficiency. With this long burn time the ETS
losses become less important.
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VI.

COMPARISON OF THE SCREW-PINCH REACTOR DESIGN WITH OTHER
CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS

For the evaluation of the question of how much effort should be
devoted to further investigation of screw pinches,two aspects have to
be considered: the general contribution that screw-pinch work may give
to the understanding of high-beta plasmas and the specific merits and
prospects of a screw-pinch reactor concept compared to those of other
plasma confinement schemes. The latter aspect will be addressed in
this chapter.
First, a short description will be given of reactor concepts
based on the screw pinch, the reversed-field pinch [ 26-28), the shortpulsed tokamak ( 29) , and a semi-stationary tokamak [ 30). Then a comparison of their technical and economical parameters is presented.
Finally, a concise comparison is made.
VI.1. The screw pinch (SP)
The screw pinch has many features in common with the tokamak
but the discharge is generated by a fast implosion of a pre-ionized
plasma followed by adiabatic compression. As a result the main dense
plasma column is surrounded by a high conductivity plasma of low density in which considerable "force-free" currents run parallel to the magnetic field. This configuration helps effectively in the stabilization
of the main plasma column, allowing to operate the plasma with a high
beta-value, the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure. Beta
can reach values in the order of 50% in a screw pinch with elongated
cross-section, which forms a strong incentive both to use screw pinches .
in experiments supporting high-B tokamak physics and to investigate
their reactor potential.
The savings in the magnetic system compared to those in tokamak
systems, due to the high 8, have to be paid for by additional demands
for the implosion and compression heating. It is assumed that the consequences of these can be reduced through utilization of the fusion aparticles for heating injected fuel and re-expansion of the compressed
plasma column. In three areas the screw-pinch reactor design demands
problem solutions which surpass present know-how: a) the high electric
fields during implosion give problems for the insulation of the first
wall elements, b) The adiabatic compression through a fast rise of the
magnetic fields is very demanding on the superconducting coils; a version
with normal conducting copper coils has also been considered, which however would not be competitive, c) The plasma expansion by fuelling and
fusion heating without disturbing the stability 'and equilibrium of the
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plasma too much is an area for which no data are available.
Table 4 gives parameters of present experiments (3,4) and of the
present reactor design.
VI. 2. The reversed-field pinch (RFP)
The reversed-field pinch [ 26-28) is a toroidal plasma with a current flowing in it. It is confined by externally applied and self-generated
magnetic fields. The Kruskal-Shafranov condition q > 1 J 3 of the tokamak is replaced by the requirement dq/dr < 0, which demands that there
is no shear minimum inside a conducting shield. The presence of such a
shield around the plasma is a further requirement. The freedom in q
has three favourable consequences:
1) the plasma current can be increased, possibly to provide ignition
with ohmic heating alone,
2) the value of 0 can be increased, leading to more economical magnets,
and
3) the aspect ratio R/r can be increased so that the reactor becomes
more easily accessible. Also, there is no need for a non-circular
cross-section.
The toroidal field in the RFP is rather low compared to that in
a tokamak and it changes sign between the toroidal axis and the plasma
edge, from which fact the name RFP is derived. One bonus of the change
is the comfortable smallness of the B-field close to the coils, decreasing the forces to be supported.
The main plasma problems of the RFP concept concern the set-up
and the maintaining of the required reversed-field configuration. However, it has been observed in a number of experimental devices that
after a turbulent set-up phase indeed a quiescent phase with field reversal is reached. The plasma so formed exists in a state of low potential energy, therefore it should remain stable with a modest effort,
i.e. by a copper shield passive stabilization for short-time scale
(up to 3 s) and by an active feed-back stabilization thereafter. The
experiments are still two generations farther from the reactor regime
than the tokamak.
A main engineering problem concerns the conducting shell; under
reactor conditions it degrades the neutrons and it requires heat removal at rather uneconomically low temperatures.
Another problem the RFP may face is the value of dB/dt which is
taken to be 2 T in 0.1 or 0.05 second in the Los Alamos and 2 to 4
times lower in the Culham reactor design. These values are high when
compared to present technology of large superconducting magnets or to
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tne values required for tokamaks. However, the Belt Screw-Pinch Reactor
is even sore affected by this problem, as it needs a dB/dt value of
2.7 T/60 M S for the compression heating.
Further technological problems axe related to the rather shortpulsed nature of the KFP discharge, e.g. a considerable amount of circulating energy and fatigue of materials. On the other hand, a wellchosen pulse cycle can circumvent many problems of impurity accumulation, fuelling and ash exhaust. Moreover, there are strong indications
that the plasma might regenerate the field configuration of the RFP
and then pulse lengths comparable to those in tokamaks could be reached
in principle.
Table 5 gives some data on four experimental reversed-field
pinches and two reactor designs.
VI. 3. Short-pulsed tokamaks
PUTOK is a conceptual design study from Culham of a shortpulsed tokamak [ 29], studied in particular for a comparison
with the RFP.
PUTOK considers a pulsed reactor cycling without exhaust during the
burn phase. No divertor is needed in this scheme. As in the screwpinch and RFP designs exhaust and fuelling are between the burn periods
after a shutdown of the fusion process.
For PUTOK many assumptions and design specifications,such as
unit size, power cycle, ETS system, coils are the same as for the RFP
design of Culham to make possible a good lntercomparison under similar
considerations. The burn time and duty cycle are also about the same.
To reach ignition,neutral beam injection is considered which, however,
will be a costly and power-consuming system.
Steady-state superconducting TF coils and pulsed superconducting
PF coils have been considered.
An air-core transformer is proposed for this design to minimize
the dimensions and to mitigate the costs.
In this conceptual design the coils and in particular the losses
due to the pulsed operation are accentuated because the coil system together with the ETS account for about 40% of the total capital costs.
To avoid too excessive thermal fatigue problems caused by the
cyclic operation, an average neutron wall load of 1.5 MW/ra2 was chosen
which is relatively low compared to that of the NUWMAK design, see
section VI.d. A relatively longer life-time of the first wall results,
i.e. about 5 years. A pulsed superconducting PF-coil system outside
the TF-coil system was examined.
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The losses as calculated in the pulsed superconducting coils
(due to hysteresis, coupling losses, and eddy currents) are similar to
those calculated for the BSPR. (2.5 W/MA/m1 versus 1.9 W/HA/m1 due to
difference in B.)
The same homopolar machines with an efficiency of 95% are considered in all pulsed reactors in our comparison. In POTOK the magnetic
fields are higher than in RFP, so the coil system would be more expensive.
These cost aspects of the coil system and the neutral beam injectors, together with the losses in the coils due to the pulsed operation of the PF coils, have to be balanced with the power losses of the
pulsed TF and PF coils in the RFP and BSPR designs and the need for
the stabilizing Cu shell in front of the RFP blanket, or the need for
an insulator covering the BSPR blanket modules.
A cost reduction of POTOK could be expected with higher operating values for B.
and S^.., but the values for the reference reactor
are already recognized as being optimistic.
Some economic benefits can be expected from a larger power station, but this will be less significant above 1000 HH e . This holds also
for the BSPR design.
Even for the pulsed magnets normal Cu coils instead of superconducting coils are less attractive in all designs of our comparison
(for POTOK and also for the BSPR the losses would be about five-fold).
VI.4.

NUWHAK

The NUWMAKl 30] is a design of a modestly sized (660 MM e ), high
power density (10 MN/m 3 ), tokamak reactor. It is the last design in a
series of detailed tokamak studies performed at the university of
Wisconsin (Madi30n, U.S.A.). All experience in the understanding of
the problems and the development of improvements encountered earlier
were brought together in this new design. The key objective was to design a compact, easily accessible and maintainable reactor.
The main feature of NUWMAK is its operation without a divertor,
resulting in a design of a less complex and more easily accessible
reactor. For fuelling and impurity control, periodic gas puffing during
the burn phase supplemented with pellet injection is used (t. »224 s,
cum

Vie" 2 4 5 8 »'
There are open questions with respect to plasma transport, impurity and edge effects, and pumping. Some are comparable with those
of the BSPR. For ignition, RF heating is assumed, which leads to a simplification compared to a design with neutral beam injectors.
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Por better accessibility only • superconducting TF coils have
been considered. Ripple correction is provided with If removable watercooled saddle coils located outside the blanket. The compact design
leads to a relatively high average neutron wall load of 4.3 MB/»2.
The blanket design is unique by using the eutectic Li-2Pb,_
breeder Material operating at its Belting point (4f4 °C). The latent
heat between aelting and solidifying of the breeder Material serves as
internal thermal energy storage. The temperature of the system- therefore is smoothed out considerably and a constant heat to the turbines
is provided for.
The proposed direct power cycle without the need of external
energy storage and intermediate heat exchangers could reduce the costs
considerably. However, expensive double-walled coolant tubes have
to be applied to avoid tritium permeation into the coolant. The selection of Ti-alloy as structural material and the proposed conventional
boiling-water-reactor technology limit
the operating temperature of
the coolant to a relatively low value of 300 °C and therefore the thermal efficiency of this reactor is moderate (n M • 34.5%, n t «31.51).

VI. s. Comparison of technical areas
The Plasma.Engineering,Parameters of the screw pinch, reversedfield pinch, and tokamak are compared in the following. In Figs. 7
a and b, the plasma pressure and the toroidal and poloidal components
of the magnetic fields are given as profiles over the small toroidal
cross-section. One sees clearly the high plasma pressure of the belt
screw-pinch and its modest magnetic fields. The sharp bends in the magnetic-field components are caused by the high magnetic pressure of the
screw-pinch plasma,made possible by the force-free currents. For the
reversed-field pinch not only the poloidal magnetic field changes sign
as in the other systems with toroidal current, but due to internal poloidal currents also the toroidal component changes sign. This leads to
a relaxed overall requirement for the RFP coils.
In table 6,parameters of the plasma vessel and the plasma itself are listed. One sees the slim torus of the RFP (R * 12.7 and
15.5 m compared to 5.13 to 7.8 n for the tokamaks and BSPR).
RFP and BSPR have high beta-values around 0.5 against the
tokamak around 0.07. The values for density and temperature of the
plasma and for the wall load are less different, so that the high-beta
systems can work with a magnetic field about half that of NUNMAK. The latter
system has by far the longest pulse time leading to its particular
economical advantage, provided that this pulse time can be reached. To
this end, a sufficient ash-removal process during the burn must be
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present: this can be bypassed by the other schemes in this coeparisoa.
A comparison of the TP;S2iI_SKS8§l and the energy storage is
given in table 7. The energy storage systems show a certain consistency, mainly caused by the fact that all studies are sore or less
based on the same reference design I 131 . The good access ia mXUMMC due
to its • TFcoils mi^ht be incorporated in the other designs as well. The
maximum field strength at a coil, a measure for the forces to sustain,
differs by a factor of about 10. The pulsing of the coils leads to losses
even in the superconducting material. Por the s S M this amounts to 4t •**«,
in the Culhan RFP to 32 Mf^. The Los Alamos design does not ar »uat for
this loss. The common assumption of an energy efficiency of »5% in the
transfer between the rotating storage and the coil iliminrti a considerable effort in the transfer conductors and, of course. in the homopolar
generators to be developed.
Th* £i*S**iï f*11 under two categories, heat transfer either by
boiling water at a temperature around 300 °C and a pressure around
00 bar, or by helium at a temperature around (SO °C and a corresponding
pressure also in the SO bar range. The breeding medium is Li., Li 2 0 o r
Li 62 Pb_ a , the latter two diminish the dsneer of chemical reactions and
the last one allows to make use of the latent heat of an eutecticum.The
deviation from cylindrical symmetry results ia a peak wall load being
23%, 33% or 79% higher than the average wall load. The pulsed nature
of all discharges increases the fatigue problem considerably. The screw
pinch is designed with the implosion coil formed by the metallic shells
of its 4000 blanket elements, which are insulated from each other with
a demand of 20 kV between neighbours, 100 kV in all, for 1 us.

A comparison of the power.cycles is given in table • and
in Pig. 8. The plasma power average over the pulse cycle is defined
here as S times the a-perticle power. The thermal power is taken to be
between 1.12 and 1.2 times larger to take into account the energy gain
in the blanket. The lower number is valid for LiOj, the higher one is
for Li and for Li^jPbj^, which contains only 5.5% Li mass. The difference between gross and net electric output concerns the needs of the
plant itself, mainly the plasma, partly the thermal cycle, r.nd other
needs.
Contrary to the NUMMAK and RPP-LA designs, the Culhan designs
and our BSPR design are provided with a high temperature helium primary
coolant loop, which is part of a more advanced power cycle resulting in
higher thermal efficiencies.
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VI.6.

Comparison of cost figures

Two bar charts. Figs. 9a and 9b, give the composition of
the total investment for the plant and the relative costs in $/kWe for
the different fusion reactor concepts. These are direct costs only, in
constant dollars of 1977.
The cost elements are:
a) blanket, shield and primary coolant,
b) coils for toroidal and poloidal fields,
c) the remainder of the electrotechnical system for plasma engineering,
mainly energy storage in rotating generators or otherwise,
d) the non-ohmic or auxiliary heating and the fuelling system,
e) the cryogenic system for the cooling of the super-conducting coils,
f) the additional plasma engineering items like the tritium reprocessing systems,
g) the cost of the conventional plant (the B.O.P.).
This subdivision has already been motivated in Chapter IV. By
lack of available data the cost components of the RFP reactor of Culham
are not specified.
Figure 9c shows the electricity costs in milis/kWh for all
reactor concepts. For uniformity in the comparison of electricity costs
the same assumptions for indirect costs, the interest during construction, the plant availability, the operation and maintenance costs etc.
as used in section IV for the BSPR, have been applied.
Due to these assumptions there are numerical differences between
these results and those given in the original reports of the RFP reactors and NUWMAK.
As far as this economic comparison goes, the BSPR is an interesting system. But as some technical problems have not been solved yet,
these cost estimates might turn out to be too low.
VI.7.

Concise comparison

A qualitative comparison is presented in table 9. Advantages
are indicated by (+), disadvantages by (-). The characteristic features
are underlined.
For the screw pinch these are: high beta, stable formation of
plasma, low but fast-pulsed B-fields, insulated- be it relatively thinfirst wall, and demand of a fuelling method which does not diaturb the
relatively stable expansion of the plasma by nuclear burn.
The reversed-field pinch shows a high beta and a high aspect
ratio with good access, ignition by ohmic heating, but needs a thick
copper shell for stabilization and also a fast-rising B-field.
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The tokamak has a stationary toroidal field and a great pulse
length, but beta is low and the toroidal field is high. Additional
heating is required. For the realization of the long pulses a fuelling
and exhaust scheme has to be employed.
At present no definite answer is possible which of these
merits weigh most and which of the problems are not difficult to overcome. The tokamak system has been developed most. For the reversedfield pinch a large effort, RFX, is proposed. A screw-pinch experiment SPICA II [ 7J with elongated cross-section is under construction.

The systems considered differ in aspects of plasma physics like
set-up heating, equilibrium and stability, in aspects of plasma engineering like magnetic fields and their rise times, voltages, fuelling,
exhaust, and in aspects of hardware engineering like superconducting
versus normal conducting coils» or heat extraction with high pressure
helium at high temperatures versus the use of more conventional working
fluids at lower temperatures.
A few aspects are genuine to each system considered, these stem
from the plasma physics of a given confinement system; far-reaching extrapolations are still needed between present experiments and future
prototype power reactors. For th' tokamak at least one intermediate generation of experiments is needed to bridge the gap. For the other confinement systems at least two generations of experiments is required.
Only then the possibilities and potentials of those plasma systems can
be judged on equal footing.
The auxiliary plasma engineering aspects are,to a lesser degree,
bound to one of the possible systems. A fuelling method for one system
may be adaptable to others, but even principles of plasma set-up or
plasma heating might be transplantable from one system into another.
The aspects of power conversion are still more loosely connected
to a specific system. In principle, all systems would profit if they
could use the fusion heat at the highest temperature. Utilizing the
neutron energy for exothermic nuclear reactions or the enerry of the
plasma particles for direct application in chemistry or electricity
production has not been discussed. With any heat engine, temperature
should be as high as reasonably possible. This advocates the use of helium as a coolant. Next to power stations with high fuel cost, in particular those with a high capital investment and with a considerable
power needed for operation, would profit from an endeavour in this
field.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report is the third and last one of a series on a study
started in 1975 on the feasibility of a reactor based on the screwpinch principle.
In the first phase a screw-pinch reactor with a circular minor
cross-section and a maximum B of 0.25 was studied [ l] . It was concluded
that this concept would not lead to an economically acceptable reactor,
mainly because of the limitation of 0 to 0.25.
Since for a belt-shaped minor cross-section 8 might reach values
of 0.50,a belt-shaped screw-pinch reactor was the subject of the second
phase 12]. The main conclusion of this was that the high ohmic losses
in the Cu-coils badly influence the economics of the reactor. The injection of fuel during the burn was seen as a promising alternative.
This would result in an expansion of the burning plasma into a larger
part of the plasma vessel, utilizing the large S-values. The same
power output would then be reached with less investment and a lower
power input for implosion and compression.
In the third phase of the study this alternative has been looked
at in some detail together with an idea to apply pulsed superconducting
coils which might be more feasible in this concept due to the reduced
field requirements.
The study was focussed on a reactor with an output in the order
of 600 M W . This study is the subject of this report and the main
results are summarized below.
Injection of most of the fuel after an initial ignition at a
low field by pellets driven by a laser gun seems to be a feasible
scheme. Assuming that the plasma expands with only mild instabilities
during the fuel injection, but remains otherwise grossly stable at the
8 limit of 0.5 and fills about 50% of the plasma vessel, a stable burn
period of 33 s and an n of 27% for Cu-coils and of 65 s and an n of 37%
for pulsed superconducting coils were found ?.* economic optima.
Finally, in this study the belt screw-pinch reactor with fuel
injection and superconducting coils with a power of about 600 MW
(BSPRIL) has been compared with the reversed-field pinch reactors and
pulsed tokamak reactors on a number of aspects. It appeared that from
the aspects of costs the BSPRIL compares favourably with the other systems, each having its specific strong and weak points.
The strong points of the BSPRIL are: a high S is possible, no
divertor is needed, a stable plasma formation is possible, the fields
can be low (2.8 T), and Cu coils can be used (at the expense of some
efficiency). Costs compare favourably with other systems. Prom the
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would still be a feasible concept.
Another conclusion from the parameter variation is that in the
case of pulsed superconducting coils the efficiency of the system is
less affected by a lower ETS efficiency.
The weak points of the BSPRIL are: the need of an isolating
layer on the first wall and between the blanket modules, and of the
piping connections and also the need of a very fast (us timescale)
implosion and the requirement of superconducting coils, which can be
pulsed without too great (cryogenic) losses. Moreover, the maintenance
and repair will be more complicated.
Finally, there is little knowledge available on pellet injection
and pellet-plasma interaction and no knowledge exists on the behaviour
of the plasma after the fuel injection.
The main conclusions of the study are:
1. The BSPRIL with pulsed superconducting coils is, from the economic
point of view, an attractive alternative to other toroidal pinch
reactors and tokamaks.
Moreover, it would allow for a reasonable cost demo-size (200 M W )
reactor.
2. If pulsed superconducting coils cannot be employed, a BSPRIL with
normal conducting copper coils is not much more expensive than
reactors with stationary superconducting coils.
3. Before a BSPRIL could be realized a number of problems have to be
resolved, as there are: the 8-limit and the nature of the instabilities at this 3-limit,the behaviour of the plasma after injection,
the development of pulsed superconducting coils, and the application
of sufficient resistant coatings on first walls and blanket modules.
4. The present uncertainties on some of the BSPRIL principles do not
warrant a continuation of the system design studies at this moment.
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PARAMETERS OF THE BSPRIL
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TABLE 2

COST PARAMETERS OF THE BSPRIL
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TABLE 3

ELECTRICITY COSTS OF THE BSPRIL

Capital costs BSPRIL
(constant dollar mode 1977 values)
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TABLE 4

PRESEHT SCREW-PINCH EXPERIMENTS AND THE REACTOR PARAMETERS
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TABLE 5

REVERSED-FIELD PINCH EXPERIMENTS AND REACTOR PARAMETERS
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0.2-0.3

Bt
B

'°

0.4

0.1-1

(Tl

0.2-0.6

17

Ï.15/-0.02

3.8/-1

20
3.8/-2

t,coil

n

(m" 3 ]

5*1020

2xi020

T

leV]
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~54019
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7.4xi02°
-

<e>

10000

*tor ° ' 5
«total0'2

T

0.1

E

t r i s e (usJ
'pulse

,usJ

M

4-120

100

1000

-

50-1000

1000-5000

3000

b

200
•-

~

0.5. s
25

s

~ 15000

«tor ° - 6 5

W0-2

~ 1 s
~0.5 s
~ 20 s

TABLE

6

BSPRILCu

COMPARISON OF PLASMA PARAMETERS

BSPRILgc

1.3

< 1.5

5

5

1

1

1.68

1.64

0.5 *>

0.5*>

0.20

0.19

0.077

0.065

3.9 10 20

3.9 10 20

2 10 20

6

6

15

~ 10

10

9.3

13

13

20

17

11

7.2

minor radius plasma (m)

1

plasma elongation
average total 3

toroidal field on axis (T)

NUWMAK

1

7.2

plasma current (MA)

PUTOK

14.5

7.2

average ion temperature (keV)

RFP-Culham

12.7

major radius (m)

average ion density (m~3)

RFP-LA

2.8

2.8

n.s.

3.8

3.8

7.8
< 2

~ 3 10 20

3.9

5.13
1.13

3.1 10 20

6

burn time (s)

19

51

21.6

25

27

225

cycle time (s)

33

65

26.6

37

41

245

impl. •
compr.

impl.+
compr.

plasma heating method
plasma heating power (MW)
fuelling system
safety factor at wall q
burn-up
*)

ohmic
100-400

pellet
inj.
2
13.5%

<(J> averaged over plasma column
i f averaged over plasma chamber B* - 0.36.

pellet
inj.
2
271

ohmic
n.s.

NBRF-heatlng
lnjsclion
80
86

gas puffing
54

~ 30

2.2
n.s.

gas puffing +
p«ll«t
1.1-2.6
0.621

TABLE 7

TF coil»
a.c./stabilizer

COMPARISON OF COIL SYSTEM AND ENERGY STORAGE

BSPRILCu

BSPRILgC

Cu

a.c.

-

n.a.

coolant typa

H20

coolant temperature (K)

330

numbar of colla
fiald rippla (%)

anargy atoraga (GJ)

anargy tranafar efficiency

(%)

NbTi/Cu

PUTOK

s.c.

s.c.

NbTl/Cu

NbSn/Cu
NbTi

«•2

4

4

4

1.8

4.3

2

-1

8.3

28

n.a.

n.a.

0.3-0.5

4

0.3

8.5

8.2

95

NbTl/Al
Ha II

20

10M0

S.C.

He

24

1

NUWMAK

Ha

24

16.9

atorad anargy In magnate (MJ)

s.c.

RFP-Culham

Ha

Ha

4.3

max. field on coila (T)

RFP-LA

12.4
10x10'

95

14.7

11M0 1
95

20

8><10s

95

11.5

8
21 (with
trimming
coils)

7.2
30X10»

95

-

TABLE 8

COMPARISON OF POWER CYCLE

PUTOK

NUWMAK

1680

1615

1792

2990

1900

1825

2097

1080

905

760

730

725

674

927

750

600

600

660

42

42

30

40

40

34.6

27

37

25

31.5

32.8

31.5

He

He

He

He

650

650

280

- 500

~ 500

300

coolant pressure (bar)

50

SO

55

50

50

86

fraction recirculating power (%)

37.6

14.2

17.1

21

19

9

BSPRILCu

BSPRIL SC

RFP-LA

RFP-Culham

plasma power average (MW)

2080

2080

2670

thermal power (MW)

2S00

2500

plant gross electric output (MW)

1080

plant net electric output (MW)
thermal cycle efficiency
net plant efficiency

(%)

(%)

blanket coolant cycle
coolant outlet temperature ( C)

boiling HjO

boiling H 2 0
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Fig. 1. Time history of the BSPRIL.
Time dependence of the magnetic field strength B-j, the temperature,
the produced fusion power, and the number of injected pellets and
the number of injected impurity atoms.
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AVERAGE NEUTRON WALL LOADING
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w,n
1.61 MW/m2

POLOIDAL
FLUX CONTOURS

1.99 MW/m'

1.18 MW/m'

FIRST WALL

R-b

R

Poloidal variation of neutron wall loading P w n
Fig. 2. Poloidal flux contours and poloidal variation of the neutron wall
loading in the BSPRIL.

ENERGY-FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE BSPRIL
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DATA IN ( ) ARE FOR THE DESIGN WITH NORMAL CONDUCTING Cu-COILS

F i g . 3 . Energy flow diagram of the BSPRIL.
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Fig. 4a. Station lay-out of the BSPRIL, vertical cross-section.
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Fig. 4b. Station lay-out of the BSPRIL, horizontal cross-section.
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Fig. 5c. Effect of the variation of thermal power P ^ on the
parameters shown (Cu-case).
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Fig. 5d. Effect of the variation of wall loading P w on the
paramtters shown (Cu-case).
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Fig. Sf. Effect of the variation of blanket thickness d D i on the
parameters shown (Cu-case).
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Fig. 6a. Effect of the variation of S.C. losses Wsc on the
parameters shown (S.C.-case).
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Fig. 6c. Effect of the variation of thermal power P t n on the
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Fig. 6d. Effect of the variation of wall loading P w on the
parameters shown (S.C.-case).
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SCREW PINCH
REVERSED FIELD PINCH
TOKAMAK

PROFILES OF THE TOROIDAL
AND POLOIDAL FIELD COMPONENTS,LEFT,
AND OF THE PLASMA PRESSURE,ABOVE.
TOGETHER THEY INDICATE THE RELATIVELY
HIGH BETA OF THE RFP AND THE BELT
SCREW PINCH.

Fig. 7. Pressure and magnetic field profiles in screw-pinch, reversed-field-pinch, and Tokamak,
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Fig. 8. Comparison of power balances of belt-screw-pinch, reversedfield-pinch, and Tokamak reactors.
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Fig. 9a. Comparison of direct costs of belt-screw-pinch, reversed-fieldpinch and Tokamak reactors.
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Fig. 9b. Comparison of relative costs of belt-screw-pinch, reversedfield-pinch and Tokamak reactors.
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